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A  few dead
leaves fell fieavily 

as Hayat raised 
fier face, looking 

up at the bare
branches.

She was sitting beneath the fig tree at the western side of the 
house. She had got used to remaining there during the daylight 
hours since retuming to her family home after her divorce, 
listening to songs and sériais from the Cairo station. She spent 
hours alone, sitting motionless, with the radio on her lap. It 
was the only way to escape from the curiosity of neighbours 
and relatives who came to visit her from time to time. She 
tumed her gaze from one branch to another, catching a brief 
glimpse of the sky. Up above the sun had gone behind faded 
grey clouds that drifted across the dim sky, and everything got 
pale around her.

As she caught sight of a remarkable small object 
attached to a branch, she narrowed her eyes focussing on it, 
but she couldn't recognise it. She bent her head to one side
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above her shoulder, stretching her upper body up, and peered 
from the opposite side. Realising that it was a hejab, she 
started, took off her shoes and swiftly climbed the tree 
barefoot. It was not so huge a tree and the branch was not very 
high.

With its familiar triangular figure, the hejab  was 
wrapped by a piece of nylon to protect it from sunlight and 
dew. The one who had put it there certainly knew that it 
might have a long time before having any effect. Hayat tore off 
the nylon covering and began to unfold it with tingling fingers. 
Her face grew pale. Standing stiffly, she moved her head and 
then let it dangle with a gesture of despair, the hejab  still 
grasped by her fingers. She took a deep breath and turned 
quickly towards the kitchen where her mother was, leaving 
Abdelhalim Hafez to broadcast his new song on the radio by 
the stem of the tree.

When Naima, her mother, heard Hayat's rapid footsteps, 
she raised her face to the wide open door before her. She was 
sitting on the bare floor, bending over a washing bowl. Beside 
her there was a pile of dirty garments. Hayat burst through the 
door, breathless with a faded yellow face and trembling chin. 
Bending forwards she stretched her hand out in front of her 
mother's face, showing the hejab,

"Look, didn't I tell you? Didn't I tell you? Look, look, the 
whores, look."

She cried without a pause for breath, still grasping the 
hejab  between thumb and fingers. Naima showed no great 
surprise as though she felt such an outburst unseemly.

"Pray to the prophet, calm down, calm down, there are 
neighbours ail around us." Naima exclaimed confidently, 
shifting her eyes from Hayat's face to the hejab  in her hand.

"I won't calm down unless I know who the bitch was 
who ruined my home," Hayat cried, after a pause, noticing her 
mother's lukewarmness. Naima was now squeezing the last 
garment which she then laid on the rim of the bowl. She 
pushed the bowl to one side and started to select the white 
garments from the dirty pile beside her for a new round of 
washing.
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"Where did you find it?" she asked. Being dissatisfied 
with her mother's reaction, Hayat made no answer and began 
to unfold the h ejab  instead as though to provoke the old 
woman. "What are you doing? Naima said, crying, "Have you 
lost your mind" It's haram ... haram *"  she said. She went on 
crying and leapt up towards Hayat, attempting to wrest the 
hejab  from Hayat's hands. But before she seized Hayat's wrist, 
the latter had torn the h ejab  up and tossed the pieces over the 
washing bowl.

"Crazy bitch, you haven't a shred of religion", the old 
woman exclaimed in horror, and bent rapidly over the bowl, 
picking up the pieces that were floating on the surface of the 
soapy water. Collecting them in her palm, she wiped the pieces 
one by one with her dress-hem and puffed. After that neither of 
them uttered a word. Naima kept eying Hayat who stood on 
the threshold like an idiot.

During the afternoon Hayat remained sitting on the 
terrace in front of the house, stretching her legs out and 
leaning back against the wall of the room (the house consisted 
only of a room and a kitchen). She seemed calm in the 
smoother autumn breezes blowing from time to time. It was 
quite silent. Dusty sun rays faintly filtered through vine 
branches, spread out octopus-like over the awning that 
sheltered the terrace. Hayat went on watching her mother, 
who was striding from one place to another, sometimes in, 
sometimes out, backwards and forwards.

The next day, Naima awoke Hayat early in the moming 
and told her that they would go to visit Sheikh Abu Saleh. 
Hayat got up, staring around with wide open eyes. She looked 
as though she was still sleeping. The room was almost dark, 
though the window was open. Remembering what had 
happened yesterday, she sighed, dropping her head down to the 
pillow. Not permitting her mind to wander, she got up, lifted 
up the covers and mattress and arranged them in an old 
cupboard.

When she picked up the pillow she noticed that it was 
stained with saliva. Her mother told her that she hadn't ceased 
murmuring during the night. They were having breakfast. It
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was a cloudy and slightly cold morning. Attempting to break 
the silence settling between them, Hayat asked her mother 
whether it was going to rain or not.

"Allah knows" Naima replied briefly. She seemed to have 
no inclination to tallc to her daughter. They stayed silent until 
Naima sipped the last drop in her cup, rose and began to make 
for the door. She stopped at the threshold and turned back, 
telling Hayat to put on her sweater and her shawl as well, 
before they left. For Hayat usually went out bareheaded. And 
Abu Saleh refused to meet a woman if she was not veiled.

Hayat, given that her first encounter with him had been 
unsuccessful, was not keen on dealing with Abu Saleh. She had 
visited him to get a hejab  for her husband who had suddenly 
become irritable with her, unable to stand her. She had at once 
realised someone had written to him. After opening the kitab, 
Abu Saleh had confirmed that, revealing that there was a slim 
woman, with darlc hair, seeking to part the husband from 
Hayat. He could not give any more précisé description of the 
woman though. And he made a hejab  which would turn back 
their life to its natural stream. He asked her to poke it into her 
husband's pillow, and to wait one week, seven days and seven 
nights. Hayat did but to no avail. Her husband went on 
offending her and abusing her. And ultimately he divorced her.

Abu Saleh occupied a room in his sister's house in The 
Old Camp. With its poor furniture, smell of burning incense 
and dim light, the room looked quite fit for such a man dealing 
with hejabs  and dream interprétation. They sat there, legs 
crossed on a straw mat around a wooden table, settled upon it 
an open Koran. Abu Saleh had been in reverie before they came 
in. At first he looked a bit worried but as soon as they 
exchanged those particular glances which he had been 
expecting he grew more relaxed, though he could not face 
Hayat until Naima had told him the story. Hayat kept her gaze 
down to escape from their eyes but occasionally stole a glance 
at Abu Saleh's face. The man was rather upset. He shook his 
head up and down, eying Hayat despairingly.

"Do you pray?" he asked.
"No."
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"No?"
And her eyelids fluttered promptly as she faced his fixed 

round eyes peering at her below knitted eyebrows.
"And how do you imagine Allah will pardon you? Haa, 

Allah who gave you ability to move your hands and fingers, to 
do what you please. To lift them upwards imploring and 
thanking him every minute for his generosity. To use them 
properly, not to tear his words away."

He proceeded without a pause, with a voice that 
increased in volume as he moved from one point to another.
He seemed to be like an Imâm, dropping a Friday speech over a 
praying public in the mosque.

Intuition prompting her to intervene, Naima shifted her 
gaze from Abu Saleh's face to Hayat's, scratching her chin 
lightly.

"Allah's mercy is vast." She said in an imploring tone of 
voice, resting her hands on her lap. "Allah's punishment is 
very strong though," he replied.

Hayat raised her face, peering at him in a way that made 
him avert his eyes. Then he resumed speaking more calmly, 
saying that whoever dares to mishandle The Words of Allah, 
sooner or later his hands would be dead like a piece of wood. 
For a person who lets Satan control his hands does not deserve 
them. Naima followed him with already wide open eyes, 
listening to what she had feared: dead hands, she thought, like 
those of the man who stole a tin of oil from the tomb of the 
prophet Ismail, or like the idiot woman who dumped the 
Koran in a garbage can.

They fell silent.
Looking impassive, Hayat moved her body backwards 

and leaned her shoulders against the wall. Her mother went on 
staring at the face of Abu Saleh, waiting for him to add more. 
But he added nothing. He had bent forwards and was sunk in 
thought. He remained so until they were about to leave. He 
raised his face, casting his eyes over them with a despairing 
look.

During the few following days, Hayat resumed her place 
on the west side of the house, following "In the Shadows of
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Love", a new serial about a rieh girl who fell in love with a 
poor man. She listened carefully to every word the heroine 
tearfully uttered. She didn't show much anxiety about what 
Abu Saleh had suggested. Once she imagined such a thing 
happening. She rubbed her hands, spread them before her eyes 
and stared at them in astonishment as though they were not 
hers, strange limbs out of control.

Her mother, on the contrary, was haunted by 
wondering, as she was convinced that Hayat's hands would 
certainly die. She kept striding around, glancing stealthily at 
the hands. She didn't feel relaxed unless she saw them moving. 
One morning she was in the kitchen, sunk in thought.
Suddenly she leapt out of the west side where Hayat was. She 
had imagined, for an instant that that the hands had stopped 
moving at that very moment. She grew colourless as she 
looked at them resting in Hayat's lap, motionless. She returned 
to the kitchen, tears welling in her eyes. She started to préparé 
warm olive oil to rub the dead hands.

She opened the Koran anci read aloud the first verse, her 
eyes caught, and she raised her hands imploring Allah to 
forgive her. Though nobody escapes from Allah's consent.

Notes
hejab -  A piece of paper bearing Koranic verses, names of 
Allah, words, letters and signs. It is arranged by popular dealers 
for good aims, as well as bad ones, and is folded lilce a triangle. 
Abdelhalim  Hafez -  An Egyptian singer, died in 1976. 
haram -  A very common word meaning forbidden, from a 
religious point of view.
Someone had  written to him  -  ie  Arranged a hejab  for him. 
kitab  -  Boolc, ie  the Koran
Old Camp -  The old part of Rashidia, a Palestinian refugee 
camp in South Lebanon.
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